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102 of 103 review helpful Sagacious and sophisticated By Bookreporter Alain de Botton s May 29 2016 op ed piece in 
the New York Times entitled Why You Will Marry the Wrong Person inspired a blizzard of reader comments 531 in 
all by the time the response period closed Not surprisingly his view that Choosing whom to commit ourselves to is 
merely a case of identifying which particular variety of suffering we would In Edinburgh a couple Rabih and Kirsten 
fall in love They get married they have children but no relationship is as simple as happily ever after The Course of 
Love is a novel that explores what happens after the birth of love what it takes to maintain love and what happens to 
our original ideals under the pressures of an average existence With philosophical insight and psychological acumen 
Alain de Botton shows that our Romantic dreams may do us a gr Praise for Essays in Love nbsp bull Imagine of all 
impossible things a young British Woody Allen with the benefit of a classical education and you have the nameless 
and exquisitely erudite narrator of Essays in Love a first novel 
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